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➢ This section illustrates:

• Market Overview, Trends, and Insights

• Trends Overview

• Trends Deepdive

• ADAS 
• After Sales 
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• Supply chain
• Blockchain
• Industry 4.0
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Market Overview: Global commercial vehicle market is expanding rapidly owing to advancement in infrastructure 
technologies, continuous growth of e-commerce, and enhancement of tourism industry

Market 
Trends

• With industries adopting light commercial vehicles (LCV) for 
their logistics, LCVs accounted for largest revenue share in 2020

• Owing to cost effectiveness, rising environmental concerns, and 
increased adoption by tourism industry, buses and couches 
segment is rising rapidly with a CAGR of 4% (2021-2028)

• Growth of e-commerce, global trade, and strengthening of 
logistics infrastructure are some of the major factors driving the 
growth of logistics segment

Growth 
Drivers

• The expansion of industrial sector in emerging markets and the 
commercialization of logistic operations are some of the major 
reasons driving the commercial vehicle market growth

• Additionally, implementation of vehicle scrappage programs and 
aggressive investments in digital solutions such as telematics will 
also fuel the market growth 

COVID-19 
Impact

• The demand for commercial vehicle plummeted significantly 
during coronavirus outbreak with several manufacturing plants 
being closed in lockdown

• During this period, Europe’s commercial vehicle sales dropped 
by 14.9% year-on-year and commercial vehicle sales in US was 
down by 10.3% year-on-year

Market Trends, Drivers, and Restraints

Global Commercial Vehicle Market Share, by Vertical (2020)

~$1.26 Trillion
Total estimated commercial vehicle 

market size in 2020

~5.2%
CAGR expected for commercial 

vehicles market between the period 
of 2021 to 2028

~75%
Total revenue share of light 

commercial vehicles globally in 2020

North America
Held the largest revenue share of the 
commercial vehicles market in 2020 

(CAGR 4% between 2021-2028)

25.6% 24.4%

21.1%

15.0% 13.9%

Logistics Passenger
Transportation

Mining and
Contruction

Industrial Others

Source: Draup Teams Analysis, Industry Reports and Blogs (e.g., mordorintelligence), News Reports and Other Articles (e.g., globenewswire)
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Trends Overview: Major commercial vehicle manufacturers are leveraging technologies such as artificial 
intelligence, advanced analytics, and blockchain to digitize their offerings and operations 

Trends/ 
Digital 
Solutions

• Vehicle-to-everything (V2X) Connectivity

• Over-the-Air Repairs

• Digital Customer Management

• Electric Drive Train

• Vehicle-to-Grid Connectivity

• Additive Manufacturing for Light Weighting

• Smart Contracts

• Freight Tracking

• IoT-enabled Inventory Management

• Automated Storage and Retrieval Systems

• Blockchain Infotainment Services

• Usage-based Insurance

• Blockchain-enabled Component Authenticity

• Network Traffic Monitoring Alarms

Major 
Companies

Key Service 
Providers

Digitizing various after sales service and 
maintenance operations using technology

Leveraging digital technologies to automate 
and connect vehicles

Problem 
Statements

Automating and digitizing end-to-end 
automotive supply chain processes

Continuous monitoring of manufacturing 
assets for time-to-time maintenance 

Optimizing fleet management operations for 
enhanced traceability and safety

Leveraging vehicle generated data for 
minimizing unplanned vehicle down time

Source: Draup Teams Analysis, Industry Reports and Blogs, News Reports and Other Articles
Note: Above mentioned companies, service providers, and trends/digital solutions are not exhaustive
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Trends Deep Dive-ADAS: Manufacturers are rapidly integrating niche solutions such as embedded vision, sensors, 
and telematics devices to offer safer mobility

Source: Draup Teams Analysis, Industry Reports and Blogs (e.g., Avnet), News Reports and Other Articles (e.g., eenewsautomotive)
Note: Above mentioned trends, case studies and players are not exhaustive

Key Trends in ADAS

Embedded Vision

Automotive vision systems help in identifying potential hazards with lane 
drift warnings, automatic parallel parking, traffic sign recognition, and 

speed-change warning, among others

Vehicle-to-everything (V2X) Connectivity

Wireless networks are essential for in-vehicle and external connectivity to 
perform functions such as tire-pressure monitoring, preventive 

maintenance, and driver behaviour analysis

Advanced Human Machine Interface

Interactive and hands-free systems are most effective for providing 
instructions to the driver in a distraction-free manner. Heads up-displays 

enable drivers to get information while maintaining roadway focus

Sensor-based Solutions

Extensive set of sensors are used in ADAS such as LIDAR2 for adaptive 
cruise control. Manufacturers are also testing the sensor fusion for 

predicting dangerous loss of friction between the tires and road

Case Studies

Daimler and Bosch have partnered with 
Nvidia to use its “Drive Pegasus” platform, 

which operates on AI1 automotive 
processors along with system software, to 

process vehicle-driving algorithms

Daimler Trucks North America is 
leveraging AT&T’s connectivity technology 

for its “Detroit Connect” platform 
installed in truck fleet for enhanced safety 

reporting, and powertrain diagnostics

Continental has developed heads up 
displays for buses in trucks showing 

information regarding navigation, vehicle 
status and traffic situation to enhance the 

interaction of drives with the vehicle

Denso has partnered with Aeva 
Technologies to develop FMCW3 based 

LiDAR systems that help in the detection 
of distance, the direction of objects and 

measures the moving speed of the object

Key Players

1. AI: Artificial Intelligence
2. LiDAR: Light detection and Raging

3. FMCW: Frequency Modulated 
Continuous Wave
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Trends Deep Dive-After Sales: After sales solutions including predictive maintenance, maintenance alerts, and 
over-the-air updates are gaining traction among commercial fleet managers

Key Trends in After Sales

Over-the-Air Repairs

Connectivity in vehicles has made it possible to transmit software updates 
via internet for troubleshooting individual control units or updating the 

vehicle software

Vehicle-generated Data

With telematics solutions and predictive maintenance, a large amount of 
vehicle-data is processed and made accessible to the drivers to make 

them aware of pending repairs and available services

Digital Customer Management

As the customers seek more convenient ways of workshop repairs, the 
aftersales processes are digitizing rapidly with online services such as 

workshop selection and appointment booking

Autonomously Driven Vehicles

Advancements in autonomous driving is creating possibilities for vehicles 
to drive to the workshops without drivers altering the image of aftersales 

tremendously

Case Studies

Vector has developed “Automotive Over-
The-Air” solution which allows for live 

diagnostics, software updates, and vehicle 
data collection, among others

Stellantis and Targa Telematics have co-
created “My Fleet manger” leveraging 
AI/ML-based digital platform to collect 
and reprocess vehicle data providing 

service and maintenance status  

Element Fleet Management offers a suite 
of fleet maintenance management system 
including online reporting, web access to 
view maintenance approvals, and repair 

history

Bosch and Pony.ai have collaborated to 
explore technologies and services for 

future maintenance and repair of 
autonomous fleets

Key Players

Source: Draup Teams Analysis, Industry Reports and Blogs (e.g., elementfleet, prweb), News Reports and Other Articles (e.g., Nttdata, vector)
Note: Above mentioned trends, case studies and players are not exhaustive
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➢ This section illustrates:

Key Players Deepdive that covers key initiatives 
and partnerships in the commercial vehicle 
segment. The players include

• Paccar
• Navistar
• Scania
• Nikola
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Key Initiatives

Partnerships

To develop a charging infrastructure 
package solution for its heavy and 
medium duty trucks

Signed an agreement for battery 
packs and battery management 
software used in heavy-duty electric 
trucks

Autonomous Truck

Collaborated with Aurora to develop 
autonomous trucks by integrating its 
autonomous vehicle platform with 
Aurora’s self-driving technology to 
enhance the safety and operational 
efficiency

EV Charging System 

Introduced new electric vehicle charging 
stations to support the global launch of its 
electric heavy and medium trucks

Autonomous Driving

Partnered with NVIDIA to deploy Level 4 
autonomous truck that uses Nvidia’s 
“Drive PX 2” platform with neural network 
training fed by data of humans driving 
semis-tractors

Electric Truck

Signed a supply agreement with Meritor to 
source electrification components for 
heavy-duty trucks as more of its traditional 
business evolves to battery-powered 
trucks

Predictive Cruise Control

Kenworth, a subsidiary of Paccar has 
launched a predictive cruise control 
system which combines GPS with cruise 
control to optimize fuel efficiency

Object Tracking

Launched “Kenworth T680” which is 
equipped with cameras, LIDAR sensors, and 
radars to sense the surrounding road 
environment and to feed fusion algorithms 
in the perception stack for object 
identification and tracking

~26,000
Global Headcount (2020)

~$17.2 Bn
Total Revenue (2020)

Greater Seattle Area, US
Headquarters

~1,000
R&D Headcount

Greater Seattle Area, US;
Dallas Area, US;
Mexicali Area, Mexico
Major Technology Centres

Paccar: Paccar is making investments and building partnerships with several industry player to strengthen its 
capability in deploying electric and autonomous trucks 

Source: Annual Reports, Company Websites, News Articles, Press and Media Releases
Note: The above list of key initiatives and partnerships are not exhaustive 
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➢ This section illustrates:

Service Provider’s Competitive benchmarking 
analysis that covers solution offered by top service 
providers in commercial vehicle segment. Service 
Providers include:

• TCS
• LTS
• KPIT
• HCL
• Infosys
• Accenture
• Roush
• Magna Steyr
• Applus IDIADA

Topics covered only in the Full Report
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Company 
Profile

Company 
Overview

➢ TCS is a part of the Tata Group and providing IT 

services, consulting, and business transformational 
solutions to global enterprises. It has global presence 
in diverse domain expertise in various industries and 
rich portfolio services 

➢ L&T Infotech is a technology consulting and digital 
solutions company, provides IT services and solutions 
in multiple industries and areas such as application 
development, maintenance and outsourcing, 
enterprise solutions, testing solutions, digital 
solutions, and platform based solutions

➢ KPIT is a technology company providing software 
solutions across the globe, specializing in 
embedded software, AI and digital solutions that 
enables customers to accelerate the 
implementation of next-generation mobility 
technologies

Key Solutions 
Offered

➢ Connected Vehicle Platform Solution

➢ Plant Automation & Supply Chain Integration

➢ Predictive Maintenance & Remote Diagnostic

➢ ADAS and Other Cloud-based e-Mobility Platform 

➢ Smart Procurement & Planning Solution

➢ Software Solutions & Over the Air Updates

➢ Validation, Modeling, and Simulation Services

➢ Digital Production & Manufacturing Solution

➢ Predictive Maintenance & Remote Diagnostic

➢ Energy Storage & Management Solution

➢ Network Security & Assessment Solution

➢ Simulation & Performance Testing Services

➢ Smart Supply Chain & Value Chain Integration

➢ Cloud Migration & Autonomous Vehicle Platform

➢ Autonomous Driving and ADAS Solutions

➢ Electric and Conventional Powertrain

➢ Connected Vehicles System

➢ Vehicle Diagnostics Solutions

➢ Vehicle Engineering and Design Services

➢ Autosar platform Solution

Mumbai, India
Headquarters

~465,000
Employees

25.25 Bn
Revenue

1968
Year of Establishment

Mumbai, India
Headquarters

~31,000
Employees

1.9 Bn
Revenue

1996
Year of Establishment

Pune, India
Headquarters

~7000
Employees

0.32 Bn
Revenue

1990
Year of Establishment

Competitive Benchmarking: TCS, L&T Infotech, and KPIT technologies are providing advance software solutions to 
automotive player in diverse areas

Source: Draup Platform, Official Websites, Company Reports
Note: Above mentioned solutions are not exhaustive
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